Abstract. In this paper a new proof of a theorem of Ruelle about real PerronFrobenius type operators is given. This theorem is then extended to complex Perron-Frobenius type operators in analogy with Wielandt's theorem for matrices. Finally two questions raised by Ruelle and Bowen concerning analyticity properties of zeta functions for flows are answered.
Introduction
The operator S£ s we shall be studying has its origins in statistical mechanics. In this context it is only necessary to consider its action on the space of real-valued functions (or interactions) of exponentially decreasing variation ZF e . Ruelle showed that the spectrum of i?/: ^e -» 3F e ( / e S'g) satisfies a Perron-Frobenius type theorem (theorem 1) [15] . Subsequently other proofs of this, and other related results, have been developed [20] , [4] , ([17, p. 83] ). In § 1, we present a new proof of the existence of a maximal eigenvalue for ££j.
One major application of Ruelle's theorem is the construction of meromorphic extensions for certain generalized zeta functions [16] .
It is the purpose of this paper to present a generalization of this theorem to describe the spectrum of i£ f for complex functions of exponentially decreasing variation (theorem 2). This subsumes a complex version of the Perron-Frobenius theorem for matrices due to Wielandt (proposition 1). This new spectral theorem provides a more natural setting for the ingenious techniques developed by Ruelle ([17, ), and enables us to produce extension results for zeta functions (theorem 3) subsuming those due to Ruelle [16] and Parry and the author ( [12, theorem 1]).
In the last two sections we give examples which answer negatively questions raised by Ruelle ([17, p. 173] ) and Bowen ([1, p. 31]). (During the writing of this paper the author discovered that the example in § 4 was known to Ruelle [18] .) This paper is an offshoot of the joint work of Parry and the author concerning asymptotic estimates for the number of closed orbits for Axiom A flows [12] . Parry has since derived other interesting estimates as a result of applying ideas from analytic number theory to the study of Axiom A flows [11] . 
The Ruelle operator theorem
Let A be an aperiodic zero-one matrix of rank k and define A\X m x n+ \) 1 j . eT\{l,2,...,
0
The space 2^ is compact and zero dimensional with respect to the topology with basis consisting of sets of the form {x e 2^|x,, = z,, 0 < i s n -l } .
The (one-sided) shift of finite type cr:2^-»2^ is the continuous map given by (crx) n = x n + |. Since A is aperiodic a is (topologically) mixing.
I f / : 2^-» R is continuous, the pressure is defined by
This supremum is always attained and the measures for which
In this section our main interest will be in the real Banach space with norm |||/||| e = max {||/||a» \\f\\»}-Given fe ^e define an operator Z£ f :2F e^ 3F B by
£ f h(z)=Z^xp(f(y))h(y).
We now present a proof of the Ruelle operator theorem which does not involve measures. The existence part was suggested by techniques employed by Krasnoselskii in [9] for a different problem. It is always possible to reduce locally constant functions to the case n = 2 by considering xeiX as the sequence (x m ,..., x m+n _ 2 )m=o in a shift space whose symbols are words of length n -1. For n = 2, SE f can be represented by a matrix
When / is real-valued the eigenvalues of M are described by the Perron-Frobenius theorem. More generally define M+ to be the positive matrix with entries |M(x 0 , x,)|. Ruelle's theorem (theorem 1) can be viewed as a generalization of the PerronFrobenius theorem. In this section we present an analogous extension of Wielandt's result.
The space 9^ = {/e C(2^, C)| ||/|| e <oo} is a complex Banach space with norm |||/H|e = max {Il/H e , ||/||a,}. (Here || • || e has the same definition as in § 1.) I f / = u+ivê e then H,iief e and we freely assume that i£ u 1 = 1, as in the proof of theorem 1.
For g € C(lX) let F g be the multiplicative group generated by (exp g"(x)|o-"x = x) (where g"(x) = g(x)+g(<7x) + -• •+g(o-'-1 x)), [13] , [12] .
PROPOSITION 2. For / = u+ive ^ and 0< a <2IT the following are equivalent: 
Proof. (i)=>(ii) Choose xeiX with a dense orbit and define h on {o-"x\n>0} by h(o-"x) = exp i(v-a)"(x)
. This extends to an element of &f, [10] . Furthermore h satisfies h(az) = h(z) exp i(w -a)(z) and consequently if/A = e'"h.
(ii)=»(iii) Since Z£ f h = e' a h may be expressed as I exp«0')expi(»-fl)0')/i(y) = fc(x) (2.1)
if \h(x)\ is maximal then so is \h(y)\ when <ry = x. Because a is mixing ft is of constant modulus. Thus (2.1) represents a convex combination of points on a circle which also lies on the circle. From this we deduce 
\
An immediate corollary is that / e &% can be an a-function for at most one a (0<a<27r). For a n y / = u +iv (with i? u i = 1) the following extension of (1.1) is true:
}h\\ e sC-\\h\\ co + e"\\He n>0,he&%.
The operator norm satisfies M^/Hle -C +1 and we have an upper bound on the spectral radius
We now show that when / is regular the spectrum of Z£ { (denoted sp (i?/)) is disjoint from the unit circle. Choose a point e" on the circle, then for |||li||| e < 1 write By (2.2) h N is contained in the uniformly compact set {g | |||g||| e < C +1}. When / is regular ||/ijv||oo must tend to zero since any non-zero limit point of {h N } would be an eigenvector for SE f with eigenvalue e". sp -I #/-")= T^ S A" Aesp^.,,) . \iV»=o -/ lJV n=0 J Thus 1 cannot be an element of sp (=£}_") = e~" s p^/ ) , or equivalently e" is not in the spectrum of Z£ f . Since e" was chosen arbitrarily and sp (if/) is closed we have the following.
THEOREM 2. Let cr be a topologically mixing one-sided shift of finite type and let (i) Iff is an a-function then A a = e [ia+P(I ' )] is a simple eigenvalue for 3! f and the rest of the spectrum is contained in a disc of radius strictly smaller than \\ a \ = e P( -u \ (ii) Iff is regular then the spectrum of Z£f is contained in a disc of radius strictly smaller than e P(u) .
It is possible to formulate a proof of part (ii) closer to the proof of theorem 1 by proceeding along the lines of propositions 13 and 14 in [12] . An important feature of the above theorem is that the type of spectrum for Z£ f is determined by ^( / ) and the size of the spectrum is given by i%(/).
We can obtain a lower bound for the spectral radius p(i?/) in the regular case. If f=u + iv then i?C = -2'/A(e~i"") and
It is simple to show lim|||A(e~/ 1) ")|||e /n < 1/0 and so p(Se f )>0-e P(u) . Proposition 2(i) shows that a necessary condition for u + iv to be an a-function (for some a) is that T v should be of rank at most two. But functions satisfying this condition can easily be approximated by functions which do not. This makes the family of regular functions dense in &%. Furthermore, by theorem 2 and upper semicontinuity of f^>p(££ f ) this family is also open. Since convergence is uniform in a neighbourhood of/ it follows that £ is non-zero and analytic on {f\9l(f) < 0} ([17, p. 100]). We now consider the cases where P(u) = 0. is analytic on this disc. This completes the proof.
A complex Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius theorem
• When / is an a-function then p(i?/) = e P(9?(/)) . However the isolated eigenvalue A a can be dealt with using perturbation theory. In a neighbourhood of/ the operator i? g still has an isolated eigenvalue (3 ([3, p. 587] ). This leads to a natural definition of the complex pressure (in a neighbourhood of an a-function) as P(g) = log /3. Propositions 4 and 5 together give the following result; (the version for two-sided shifts is theorem 1 in [11] ). THEOREM 3. Letf=u + iu e ^# .
(i) If P(u)<0 or f is regular with P(u) = O then £ is non-zero and analytic in a neighbourhood off.
(ii) Iff is an a-function with P(u) = 0 then £ has a non-zero analytic extension to a set {g ||||g -/ | | | 9 < e, P(g) * 0} given by
The above theorem extends a result of Ruelle [16] , ([17, pp. 100-101]). <T X = X Thus and the poles for Z(s) are the solutions to p s +q s = 1. In particular the first part of the question shows h = 1 and for o~f to be weak mixing we require logp/log q to be irrational.
A counter-example to Ruelle's question
Let £>Osatisfyp~e -q~e = 1, then the poles are contained in the strip -£<£%($)< 1. If -e < o-< 1, then zero is a limit point of {p s + q s -l|$(s) = a). Sirce p s + q s -1 is an analytic almost periodic function it has a zero in every vertical strip containing cr([2, p. 75]). We conclude that the poles {cr n +it n } for Z are distributed with {cr n } dense in the interval [-e, 1]. (In fact sharper estimates about the distribution of poles are possible (cf. [8] )).
A counter-example to Bowen's question
In [5] Gallovotti gave an example of a suspension for which the corresponding zeta function has an essential singularity at s, < 0. Bowen asked whether the zeta function for flows could always be extended to 5 = 0 ([1, p. 31] ). In this section we give an example where this is not the case. In fact it is possible to construct a suspension with an essential singularity at s 0 > 0.
Let a n : S n -» £" be a full shift on w-symbols and let {fi k } be a convergent sequence with limit (5. For n = 3 define g e C(2 3 Remark. Hofbauer used the Fisher potential to produce examples of functions with two equilibrium states (one a single atom) [7] . The type of functions studied in this section give examples with two non-atomic equilibrium states (one with support a Cantor set). Remark.' Our example extends in a natural way to suspensions over 1 n , n > 3. This enables us to give an example with an essential singularity s 0 arbitrarily close to h(a g )=\.
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